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Introduction 

Since the mid-1990s, the Nye County Nuclear Waste Repository Project Office (NWRPO) has 
conducted independent modeling studies to analyze the feasibility and potential benefit of long-
term ventilation at the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) high-level radioactive waste repository 
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. As a part of this effort, Dr. George Danko from the University of 
Nevada at Reno was retained as a consultant to perform computer simulations of 
thermohydrology and ventilation.  

Dr. Danko has developed a code called Multiflux, which applies the non-equilibrium, 
unsaturated-saturated, flow and transport (NUFT) model as a module for simulating heat and 
moisture flows in the rock domain (LLNL, 1999), and a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
module for the simulation of transport processes in the airway system, including the waste 
packages. The two modules are coupled on the rock/air interface until the heat and moisture 
flows are balanced at the common surface temperature and partial vapor pressure at each surface 
node and time instant. For integrated pre- and post-closure hydrothermal simulations, Multiflux 
applies a three-dimensional (3-D), combined canister- and mountain-scale rock mass model 
based on NUFT. 

The purpose of this report is to briefly explain the relation and implications of Dr. Danko’s 
recent model simulations on performance assessment and repository design.  

Movement of Water Vapor During the Thermal Period 

Deficiencies in Current Conceptual Model for Moisture Migration 

The current DOE conceptual model for vapor flow is shown on Figure 1. A major feature of this 
conceptual model is the movement of vapor into the rock during the thermal period. The 
assumption that vapor moves into the rock is more important to total systems performance 
assessment (TSPA) and design than might initially be assumed.  

An important first step in evaluating model results is to apply the test of reasonableness. Does it 
make sense that the system would act this way? If common sense and model results are in 
conflict, then either the model is producing counterintuitive results or there is an error. At a 
minimum, results that fail the common sense test should be subjected to greater initial skepticism 
and analysis. 

Imagine a parcel of water in the rock near the drift/rock interface. As temperatures rise, the water 
will turn to vapor and the increased volume will increase pressure. The water vapor will now 
follow the path of least resistance. In comparison to the dense rock, the drift has effectively 
infinite permeability for the vapor, thus common sense says that the water vapor will move into 
the drifts, where it then moves to colder locations and condenses. Notice that the vapor direction 
in Figure 1 is into the rock, exactly the wrong direction according to the common sense test.  

Next, examine the model assumptions and calculations of the vapor heading into the rock. The 
DOE (e.g., DOEANL, 2000,; Andrews, 2004) initially modeled this system as a two-dimensional 
cross section running perpendicular to the drift (Figure 1). No -flux boundary conditions were 
placed in the drift direction, preventing the vapor from migrating along the drift. Because the 

Figure 1 
DOE conceptual model of liquid and vapor flux during the thermal period (Andrews, 2004). 
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drift was artificially blocked, the vapor moved into the rock. From a thermodynamics 
perspective, an open system was modeled as a mostly closed system. In the completed 
repository, the drifts will not be artificially blocked. 

As a third step, consider the results from 3-D models, such as Multiflux. Figure 2 shows the 
predicted net evaporation of water into the drift at different locations and times based upon a 
Multiflux simulation for the first 5,000 years (Danko, G and D. Bahrami, 2005). The evaporation 
rates shown on Figure 2 are great, especially for the first 1,500 years.  These results predict that 
water and water vapor move towards the drifts for at least the first 5,000 years, although the rate 
of migration decreases significantly after 1,500 years. 

Current DOE models (Andrews, 2004, Bodvarsson; 2004) also assume that the system is 
relatively static, with changes occurring slowly over time. Short-term fluctuations in relative 
humidity are assumed not to occur. Dr. Danko has examined how the effects of barometric 
pressure changes in the atmosphere can reach to the level of the repository and lead to a piston-
like movement of the air along the drifts and then into or out of the rock. Periodic movement of 
air leads to periodic fluctuations in relative humidity on a time scale measured in days. 

Revised Conceptual Model 

The current conceptual model for moisture migration in the repository that forms the foundation 
of TSPA and design has substantial limitations and requires revision. During the thermal period, 
vapor moves predominantly out of the rock into the drift, as shown on Figure 3a. The 
condensation zone and movement of condensed water between the drifts (i.e., thermal shedding) 

Figure 1 
DOE conceptual model of liquid and vapor flux during the thermal period (Andrews, 2004). 
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Figure 2 
Net evaporation of water into the drifts 

shown on Figure 1 are likely modeling and experimental artifacts that will not be important 
during the thermal period in the repository as currently designed. 
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Once in the drifts, the vapor moves from warmer to cooler portions near the ends, where it 
condenses. Mass balance tells us that if most of the vapor moves into the drift it cannot also 
move into the rock, condense, and produce the flow system shown on Figure 1.  

The dark blue portions of the arrows shown in Figure 3a represent liquid water moving toward 
the drift. As the liquid water approaches the drift, it is converted to vapor by thermal energy and 
continues to move into the drift as water vapor, as shown by the light blue portion of arrows on 
Figure 3a. We refer to this as “drift attractor” behavior. During this period, the drift attracts 

Figure 3 
a) Moisture movement at 500 years showing drift attractor behavior. 

b) moisture movement at 5,000 years. c) moisture movement at 20,000 years. 

a b c
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percolating water from a footprint larger than that of the drift. The infiltrating water moves into 
the drifts as water vapor and is transported in vapor form to the ends, where it condenses. In the 
simulation shown on Figure 2, the drift attractor period lasts for approximately 1,500 years.  
Although it is not shown on Figure 3a due to scale considerations, it should be noted that the 
migration of liquid water likely continues between the drifts, but not as a result of thermally 
driven shedding as suggested on Figure 1. 

As the repository cools, the transport of moisture in the system gradually transitions from 
domination by water vapor movement to domination by liquid water flow. Figure 3b illustrates 
the repository at 5,000 years, where vapor transport is still important but now coexists with 
capillary diversion of liquid water around the drifts. By 20,000 years (Figure 3c), the thermal 
effects have become insignificant and moisture moves by capillary diversion around the drifts, 
with formation of a drift shadow below each drift. 

At the same time, changes in barometric pressure lead to cycles in relative humidity in the drifts 
on a time scale of days. The amplitude of the cycles changes over time and may cause relative 
humidity to fluctuate by as much as plus or minus 25 percent during some periods (Danko, G and 
D. Bahrami, 2005). The simulation of relative humidity cycles is currently subject to significant 
uncertainty; further analysis will be required to ascertain their ultimate importance. 

Water Chemistry 

Movements of liquid water and water vapor along with associated evaporation and condensation 
are the most important factors controlling water chemistry during the thermal period. The water 
movement (i.e., thermal shedding) shown on Figure 1 causes most dissolved salts to be removed 
from the area of the drift by the movement of the condensed water downward between the drifts. 
The result of thermal shedding is that large amounts of precipitated salts do not accumulate near 
the drift according to the current conceptual model. This conclusion has led to the perception that 
tunnel and atmospheric dust represent the most significant sources of salts in the repository. 

The revised conceptual model shown on Figure 3 leads to a paradigm shift in our understanding 
of the near field environment.  During the drift attractor period (Figure 3a), largegreat volumes 
of percolating water move into the drifts as water vapor. The extensive evaporation process 
leaves largegreat quantities of precipitated salts in the rock near the drift and at the rock/drift 
interface. The approximate accumulation of salts is shown on Figure 4, which shows the product 
of the mass of water vapor entering the drifts at different locations along the drift multiplied by 
the concentration of chloride in pore water and integrated over time. This is an example from one 
Multiflux simulation; specific numbers change with the assumptions made in each simulation 
(Danko, G and D. Bahrami, 2005). The calculation does not account for the continuation 
continuation of some liquid water flow paths where some, but not all, the water is after 
evaporatedion or or washing away of accumulated salts as the system rewets; and does not 
specify the exact location of salt deposition. As such, Figure 4 can be considered as an upper 
bound calculation for chloride accumulation. The point we are making is that the revised 
conceptual model is associated with large quantities of evaporated water and associated salt 
deposits.  
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Accumulation of chloride is rapid and significant. Three periods are evident in Figure 4. At time 
periods of less than 100 years, the initial moisture in the rock is evaporated and the curves are 
very steep. Next, the slope (i.e., the rate of evaporation) remains nearly constant until 
approximately 1,500 years. This is the drift attractor period. Drift attractor behavior is still poorly 
understood, but does not require above boiling temperatures. In the simulation shown on Figure 
 3, drift attractor behavior ends only after the drift wall temperature drops below approximately 
75 degrees Celsius.   

The accumulated precipitates containing soluble salts may migrate as dust, fall from the top of 
the drift, deliquesce and drip onto the titanium drip shields or Alloy-22 waste containers, and/or 
be transported around the drifts in liquid water when relative humidity rises. At some point, a 
significant quantity of the dissolved salts deposited near the drift wall will deliquesce and 
potentially drip. This time period will depend on the specifics of design, emplacement of high 
and low thermal energy waste packages, location in the drift, and location within the repository. 

Next consider the periodic fluctuations in relative humidity caused by changes in barometric 
pressure. Imagine a deposit of hydroscopic salts on the Alloy-22. The salts are initially dry. As 
relative humidity rises, the salts deliquesce, leading to the formation of an aqueous phase on the 
metal surface. Relative humidity then falls and the salts effloresce. Many variants of this scenario 
are possible and likely. For example, an aqueous phase may be present continuously and shift 
from more to less concentrated with the periodic changes in relative humidity. This cyclic 
behavior continues indefinitely, but will become less important as increasing relative humidity 
prevents the development of highly concentrated solutions. 

Figure 4 
Upper bound chloride ion accumulation in the rock near and at the drift/rock interface according  

to time, wall temperature, and distance from the end of the drift. 
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An additional consideration is that the conditions described above match those anticipated to 
cause flow separation of salts (Hall and Walton, in press). Differential solubility of salts in 
flowing water can lead to precipitation of salts at different locations. Nitrate and chloride salts 
will not always be mixed in the repository. 

Repository Design 

The revised conceptual model of moisture migration and waste package environment presents 
significant challenges for design. However, the NWRPO believes that a creative design exercise 
can lead to improved repository performance and lower costs.  

A primary design criterion, in addition to costs, must be to protect the Alloy-22 from localized 
corrosion. If localized corrosion can be realistically eliminated, the Alloy-22 will provide 
complete containment for many thousands of years. Even if the final container lifetime is less 
than the 1,000,000-year regulatory time frame, a longer lifetime allows many radionuclides to 
decay and spreads release over time, leading to lower peak dose.  

The DOE currently minimizes localized corrosion by taking credit for a process of shedding 
water and salts during the thermal period (Figure 1), which does not appear to occur in the 
revised NWRPO conceptual model. The localized corrosion DOE tests and modeling are based 
on dust as a source of salts, a situation where total salts are few and flow separation does not 
occur. Simple tunnel and atmospheric dusts represent an insignificant source of salts and do not 
merit the degree of attention they have received.  

The near-field environment is one with repeated wet/dry cycles, resulting in less or more 
concentrated chloride solutions, sometimes with and sometimes without nitrate. The NWRPO 
believes that, at above-boiling temperatures, these conditions may cause failure of the Alloy-22 
by localized corrosion.  

The NWRPO has been unable to find repository design alternatives that eliminate the large 
amounts of evaporation into the drifts with associated chloride accumulation. Thus, it has been 
concluded that the best approach for reducing the likelihood of localized corrosion is to lower 
temperatures to below boiling and possibly raise relative humidity. Corrosion tests have found 
that Alloy-22 is more corrosion-resistant at lower temperatures and high relative humidity 
precludes the formation of highly concentrated solutions. 

Currently, between-drift spacing is based on distances required to promote shedding of water 
during the thermal period (Figures 1 and 5).  Since this process does not occur in the revised 
conceptual model as currently conceived, it cannot form the logical basis for design. Capillary 
diversion after the thermal period and the resulting drift shadow are important processes that can 
probably be maintained with closer drift spacing. During at least the first 5,000 years of 
repository operation, the movement of moisture and salts in the repository will be closely 
associated with in-drift vapor phase transport. Repository design should be concerned with 
controlling temperature and humidity by managing the rate and movement of air and water vapor 
through the system. 

A variety of options are available for lowering repository temperature without increasing 
repository size or reducing capacity. The options include one or more of the following: 
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a) Long-term forced ventilation. 
b) Permanent natural draft ventilation. 
c) Aging of waste. 
d) Reprocessing. 

The revised conceptual model of moisture migration during the thermal period raises a number 
of questions relevant to repository design that will require additional analyses to answer. For 
example, how do the following influence vapor transport, evaporation, and condensation?  

a) Drift slope. 
b) Drift connections and plugs. 
c) Faults and fracture systems. 
d) The presence or absence of bulkheads or drift seals. 
e) The time variant failure of seals. 
f) Localized collapse of drifts. 
g) Mountain-scale buoyancy-driven circulation. 
h) Barometric pressure fluctuations. 
i) The distribution of thermal loading. 
j) Lithophysal cavities. 

  
Conclusions 
Water vaporized during the thermal period is currently assumed to move predominantly into the 
rock, followed by gravity drainage between drifts. Both common sense and the most 
sophisticated models available predict that water vapor will instead move into the drifts. The 

Figure 5 
Drift spacing is based upon thermal shedding of salts between drifts during the thermal period. 

Source: Andrews, 2004 
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movement of water vapor into the drifts is associated with the accumulation of large 
quantitiestons of soluble salts in each drift. 

The TSPA inadvertently takes great amounts of performance credit, in the form of eliminating 
localized corrosion, from a process of shedding of water during the thermal period that does not 
occur in the revised conceptual model presented herein. The current repository design is also 
based on the same conceptual model.  

The design of the repository and the TSPA must be revised to reflect the correct direction of 
vapor transport along with associated issues such as the potential importance of relative humidity 
cycling and the accumulation of salts.  

Lowering repository temperatures to below boiling while perhaps raising relative humidity will 
lead to greater confidence in predictions, true defense in depth, better performance, and lower 
costs. 
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9 Abstract

10 A conceptual model for the chemical evolution of near field water chemistry in the proposed high level nuclear waste
11 repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada is presented. This model considers the effects of differential solubility in flowing
12 water that is subject to evaporation or condensation. The results of a simplified numerical implementation of the model
13 are used to predict the aqueous chemistries produced from a variety of source waters under two bounding assumptions
14 of separation. The model predicts that, under some conditions the most soluble ions will not always be present in solution.
15 The more soluble ions may precipitate at different locations than ions of slightly less solubility leading to a highly complex
16 system containing different brine compositions at different locations.
17 � 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
18

19 1. Introduction

20 YuccaMountain is the proposed site for a geologic
21 repository to dispose of high-level nuclear waste gen-
22 erated predominantly in power plants across the US
23 Current designs call for waste packages to be
24 emplaced in a thick layer of partially saturated tuff
25 between the ground surface and the water table. A
26 combination of natural and engineered components
27 will influence radionuclide storage and mobility in
28 the environment. Natural barriers at Yucca Moun-
29 tain make up the primary system of containment;
30 additional waste isolation performance will be
31 obtained by employing an engineered barrier system
32 (EBS). The major components of the EBS include: a

33support system to house waste bundles, stainless steel
34cylinders to contain the waste, an exterior cladding
35layer of Alloy 22 on the stainless steel cylinders that
36provides resistance to localized and general corro-
37sion, and drip shields to prevent water from contact-
38ing the waste containers (OCRWM, 2001).
39The performance of the EBS is influenced by the
40composition of the water contacting individual EBS
41components and, eventually, the waste. For example,
42localized corrosion of the Alloy 22 cladding is more
43likely to occur in conditions where the molar ratio
44of Cl to NO�

3 is high (Cragnolino et al., 2003; Payer
45et al., 2002).Water compositionwill also play a role in
46the corrosion of other EBS components and estimat-
47ing the solubility of individual radionuclides.
48The goal of this study is to develop an improved
49conceptual understanding of the evolution of hydro-
50chemical systems within the EBS and to explore

0883 2927/$ see front matter � 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.apgeochem.2006.02.018
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51 some of the implications of the conceptual model.
52 Many factors, including the partial pressure of
53 CO2, temperature, and oxidation reduction condi-
54 tions influence the evolution of water chemistry.
55 This study will more closely examine the role of sep-
56 aration of dissolved constituents based upon differ-
57 ential solubility in flowing water that is subject to
58 evaporation or condensation.
59 The separation of ions in water can occur by dif-
60 ferent mechanisms. The first can occur when water
61 moves during the evaporation process, causing dif-
62 ferent minerals to precipitate at different locations
63 based on relative differences in solubility. The sec-
64 ond can occur when relative humidity increases with
65 time, causing water to condense on evaporite depos-
66 its and sequentially remove the most soluble ions by
67 dripping or flow.

68 2. Conceptual model

69 In order to have aqueous water chemistry, one
70 must have water. Wetting of the EBS can occur in
71 at least three ways: as drips falling from asperities
72 in the ceiling of the drift, capillary condensation,
73 and/or condensation promoted by dusts and hygro-
74 scopic precipitates (Simmons, 2003; Walton, 1994).
75 During early periods following waste emplacement,
76 when temperatures and temperature gradients are
77 predicted to be highest, most of the water dripping
78 or seeping into the repository will evaporate (Bus-
79 check et al., 2002, 2003; Haukwa et al., 1999),
80 potentially forming precipitates within the reposi-
81 tory host rock, at the rock/air interface in drifts,
82 and/or on EBS materials. Later in time, evaporation
83 and condensation may occur on a smaller scale as
84 the drifts themselves begin to collapse, which will
85 slow heat transfer and create temperature gradients
86 in the rubble and corrosion products even at low
87 heat-generation rates.
88 Even without rock fall or backfill, spatial vari-
89 ability in thermal conductivity and differences in
90 waste package heat generation can lead to localized
91 evaporation and condensation cells (Buscheck et al.,
92 2002). Natural ventilation occurring through the
93 host rock, open drifts, rockfall and backfill also
94 influences the development of these cells. For these
95 reasons, evaporation and condensation processes
96 cannot be easily constrained to a finite time period
97 or location, although evaporation and condensation
98 will slow with time as energy levels drop.
99 In general, liquid water is not stagnant during

100 these evaporation and condensation processes, but

101instead moves in response to surface-tension-related
102forces and/or gravity. Consider a situation where
103water in the host rock evaporates into the drift.
104Although modeling analyses tend to assume rela-
105tively homogeneous (i.e., averaged) flow properties,
106rock is heterogeneous at small scales and as a result,
107some areas of the drift have a better connection to
108source waters than others. Capillary forces then
109result in water flow from better to more poorly con-
110nected areas. A similar process will occur when
111liquid water is present as a film on EBS surfaces
112or drift walls. Evaporation into the drift will con-
113tinue as the water moves, leading to sequentially
114greater concentration of dissolved constituents. As
115the water concentrates, less soluble minerals will
116precipitate first at one location followed sequen-
117tially by more soluble minerals precipitating at
118other locations, resulting in the physical separation
119of the minerals.
120Such a separation of dissolved constituents may
121occur on EBS components, surrounding drift walls,
122and/or in the host tuff. After precipitation, the min-
123erals may migrate as dust or later be mobilized by
124condensate or infiltrating water (OCRWM, 2000a).
125In general, the rewetting of salts will be by deliques-
126cence as relative humidity rises (Walton, 1994).
127Evaporation occurs in many combinations of
128geometry and microenvironment. In Fig. 1, a small
129crack in the drift wall is chosen for illustration pur-
130poses. Relative humidity and temperature are
131assumed to vary in the crack, based upon access to
132the drift. Lower relative humidity near the drift leads
133to a capillary pressure gradient in the rock, with
134liquidmoisturemovement towards the drift.Depend-
135ing upon flow and transport conditions, minerals
136may deposit as a homogeneous mass (see Fig. 1a) or
137less soluble minerals (e.g., CaCO3) may precipitate
138near the closed end of the fracture followed by more
139soluble minerals near the fracture opening (e.g.,
140NaNO3) (see Fig. 1b). The minerals shown in Fig. 1
141are examples based upon the following simulations.
142Fig. 1 presents two mathematical models for
143describing potential mineral deposition: a single cell
144mixing tank, in which all minerals precipitate and
145dissolve at the same physical location (see Fig. 1a)
146and a multiple cell mixing tank, in which minerals
147may precipitate and dissolve at different locations
148based on differential solubility (see Fig. 1b). Multi-
149ple cell mixing tank models can be run with different
150numbers of cells, with the limit of infinite cells giv-
151ing the maximum degree of separation anticipated
152by this process.
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154 the first cell as a dilute solution with a full suite of
155 dissolved constituents. The separation occurs during
156 a period of net evaporation, as water moves from
157 cell to cell. Each mixing cell in the series is physically
158 separated from the previous cell, separating each
159 suite of minerals precipitating in each cell from
160 those in the previous cell. Less soluble minerals
161 are deposited preferentially near the water source
162 and highly soluble minerals are precipitated from
163 the more concentrated solution further from the
164 source. Flow separation processes do not cause
165 complete separation during mineral formation; in
166 most situations several minerals will precipitate
167 simultaneously from solution.
168 Fig. 2 illustrates the conceptual model of mineral
169 precipitation and subsequent rehydration. The flow
170 separation process during evaporation in themultiple
171 cell model is illustrated in the left-most column of

172Fig. 2a. The environment in the multiple cell case is
173next presumed to pass through a period of low rela-
174tive humidity, where the precipitated solids are dry,
175due to low relative humidity in the repository.Migra-
176tion as dust or falling rockparticles couldoccur at this
177time. Over time, the relative humidity of the reposi-
178tory as a whole, and of most individual microcli-
179mates, will increase (Haukwa et al., 1999; Buscheck
180et al., 2002, 2003). As relative humidity increases,
181the deliquescence point of the most soluble precipi-
182tates is reached first, as shown in Fig. 2a. Eventually,
183the deliquesence point of less soluble precipitates is
184reached, as illustrated in the lower right of Fig. 2a.
185To the right of the deliquescence point, the composi-
186tion of the solution does not change, but the solution
187becomes more dilute as water transfers from the air
188into the aqueous solution.
189Fig. 2b illustrates the path for the single cell mix-
190ing tank case. All minerals precipitate in a homoge-

Fig. 1. Example ranges of separation of mineral precipitates in a fracture with a relative humidity gradient and corresponding mixing
model with (a) no separation, and (b) significant separation.
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191 neous mass across the wetted area, shown on the left
192 side of the figure. At a future point in time, the rel-
193 ative humidity of the microenvironment rises above
194 the deliquescence point of the most soluble precipi-
195 tates deposited, and an aqueous solution forms.
196 Over time, relative humidity rises further, the com-
197 position of the solution evolves as less soluble con-
198 stituents are dissolved in the increasingly dilute
199 and heterogeneous aqueous solution. The evolution
200 of the solution with time is the reverse of the aque-
201 ous phase evaporation sequence.
202 In summary, in the infinite cell case the reconsti-
203 tuted aqueous solution composition varies in space

204but not with relative humidity. In the single cell case
205the solution composition is constant in space but
206evolves with relative humidity. In the most realistic
207case (i.e., multiple cell mixing tank cells) the solu-
208tion evolves with location and relative humidity.
209Separation can also occur during the rewetting
210phase. Assume that a homogeneous mass of salt
211has precipitated at an evaporation front on the sur-
212face of the drip shield, container, or rock/air inter-
213face. As relative humidity rises, the deliquescence
214begins first with the most soluble salts followed by
215the least soluble. If gravity or capillary pressure gra-
216dients remove the water as it condenses, the aqueous

Fig. 2. Evolution of (a) single cell, and (b) multiple cell mixing tank models.
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217 chemistry will pass through the stages of a multiple
218 cell mixing model, with solution composition chang-
219 ing over time.

220 3. Separation conditions

221 The occurrence of the separation of mixed dis-
222 solved constituents has been described, but not the
223 conditions that would promote separation. The ten-
224 dency for separation is considered for two types of
225 flow: film flow and unsaturated flow in a porous
226 medium. Film flow can be the result of drips or
227 water seeping down drift walls, the EBS, and/or
228 support materials (Simmons, 2003), or deliques-
229 cence of salt deposits.
230 Water movement from moist to drier areas is dri-
231 ven by capillary pressure gradients. If ions in the
232 water move by pure advection while evaporation
233 occurs, concentrations will increase along the travel
234 path and the physical separation of precipitates will
235 be anticipated (i.e., the multiple cell case). Alterna-
236 tively, the solution will concentrate as a homoge-
237 neous mass if diffusion dominates and thus smears
238 the concentration gradient (i.e., single cell case).
239 The ratio of advective to diffusive transport (Peclet
240 number (Pe)) for evaporation and water movement
241 scenarios should indicate when separation is most
242 likely to occur.
243 Where water moves as a linear film, Pe is defined
244 as245

Pe ¼ Separation Factor ¼ Advection

Diffution
¼ VC

�D dC
dx

ð1Þ247247

248 where V is velocity (m/s), C is concentration (kg/
249 m3), D is the diffusion coefficient (m2/s), and x (m)
250 is the distance from the beginning of the linear film.
251 The expression for Pe can simplified by using the
252 following approximate relations.
253 Water balance for a one-dimensional linear film
254 can be expressed as

q ¼ qi � Ex ð2Þ256256

257 where q is the volumetric flow rate per unit width of
258 the film (m3/(m s)) at any x location, qi is the initial
259 volumetric flow rate per unit width of the film (m3/
260 (m s)), and E is evaporation per unit area of the film
261 (m3/(m2 s)). E and qi are constants whereas q is a
262 function of x.
263 The maximum concentration gradient, before
264 diffusion and/or precipitation, is given by

dC
dx

ffi �C
qi

dq
dx

ð3Þ
266266

267This is a mathematical statement that the initial
268concentration gradient at any point results from
269evaporative concentration. d(q/qi)/dx reflects the
270fractional loss of water from evaporation as the
271water flows along the film at any point. The state-
272ment is approximate because precipitation of solids
273is not considered. Precipitation flattens the concen-
274tration gradient, thereby slowing diffusion. This
275causes the derived dimensionless group to underesti-
276mate the tendency for separation. Since qi is a con-
277stant it can be removed from the derivative. The
278flow velocity is given by:

v ¼ q
d

ð4Þ 280280

281where d (m) is the film thickness.
282Substituting these relations into Eq. (1) and then
283simplifying gives
284

Pe ¼ qiðqi � ExÞ
dDE

ð5Þ 286286

287Following the same steps for a circular film with ra-
288dial flow of radius r (m) and the water source (i.e.,
289seep or drip) in the center:
290

Pe ¼ QiðQi � Epr2Þ
dDEð2prÞ2 ð6Þ

292292

293where Qi has units of m
3/s for a circular film.

294The edge of the film for linear and radial flow,
295where all the water has evaporated is given by

ðqi � ExÞ ¼ 0 ð7Þ
ðQi � Epr2Þ ¼ 0; ð8Þ 297297

298respectively.
299Eqs. (5) and (6) are used to indicate situations
300where flow separation is most likely. Flow separa-
301tion is predicted when the separation factor (Pe) is
302significantly greater than one. According to the
303derived equations, the separation factor is greatest
304at the water source area and zero at the edge of
305the film where it dries out, assuming sufficient area
306is available for the film to dry at one end. At x or
307r 0, where maximum separation is predicted, the
308separation factor for linear flow simplifies to
309

Pe ¼ q2i
dDE

ð9Þ 311311

312and to infinity for radial flow.
313Low input water rates produce little to no advec-
314tive transport and a low separation factor across the
315range of evaporation. Separation is also low for
316very high evaporation rates over a range of input
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317 rates. For example, when water rapidly ‘‘flashes off’’
318 a hot surface, little separation of dissolved constitu-
319 ents occurs.
320 Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the film radius and
321 evaporation rate on the separation factor for a circu-
322 lar film. In this exampleD is 10 9m2/s, d is 10 3 m,Q
323 is 1 m3/a, and E is variously 0.1, 1, and 10 m3/(m2 s).
324 Each line traces the separation factor from the center
325 of the drip location to the edge of the wetted fringe
326 where the film has completely evaporated. The sepa-
327 ration factor asymptotes to infinity at the center and
328 to zero at the edge of the film. From a corrosion
329 viewpoint the waters become potentially more
330 aggressive as they concentrate at greater radial and
331 linear distances. It is fortunate that flow separation
332 declines as the water concentrates, however Fig. 3
333 indicates that flow separation is anticipated over
334 most of the area of the three films shown.
335 For porous media, a linear flow is assumed par-
336 allel to the evaporation surface (see Fig. 1b) and a
337 separation factor of
338

Pe ¼ Separation Factor ¼ VC
�De

dC
dx

� � ð10Þ
340340

341 where De (w) is the effective diffusion coefficient ex-
342 pressed as a function of the capillary pressure head
343 w (m2/s). Conca and Wright (1992) have demon-
344 strated that diffusion coefficients under partially sat-
345 urated conditions depend primarily upon the
346 volumetric water content, which is itself a function
347 of capillary pressure.
348 Following the same approach for film flow, the
349 Pe for porous media flow can be simplified using
350 the following relations. The maximum concentra-
351 tion gradient for diffusion to work against is
352

dC
dx

ffi �C
dh
dx

ð11Þ354354

355where h is the volumetric moisture content (m3/m3).
356This equation states that the initial concentration
357gradient is caused by the loss of water from evapo-
358ration. The derivative on the right side of Eq. (9)
359can be rewritten as:
360

dh
dx

¼ dh
dw

dw
dx

ð12Þ
362362

363Substituting Darcy’s Law and Eqs. (11) and (12)
364into Eq. (10) gives
365

Pe ¼ K

�De
dh
dw

� � ð13Þ
367367

368where K(w) is hydraulic conductivity (m/s) as a
369function of w.
370In the porous media case, the evaporation rate
371component cancels, making the separation factor
372a function of only the capillary pressure head, w,
373and the constitutive properties of the porous med-
374ium (Eq. (13)). The three terms in Eq. (13): K, De,
375and dh

dw, are functions of the capillary pressure head
376(w). Permeability and Van Genuchten parameters
377for two different averaged sets of properties for
378Topopah Springs tuff rock: Tuff 1 from OCRWM
379(2001) and Tuff 2 from Lui and Bodvarsson
380(2003) were used to estimate K and dh

dw as a function
381of w. Combining the diffusion coefficient versus
382water content results from Conca and Wright
383(1992) with the Van Genuchten relationships and
384parameters for Tuff 1 and Tuff 2 allowed the esti-
385mation of the separation factor for tuff rocks (see
386Fig. 4). Fig. 4 suggests that in both tuffs, separation
387is likely to occur over the entire range of capillary
388pressure, as long as flow is parallel to the evapora-
389tion surface.

Fig. 3. Separation factor for circular film of water as a function
of film radius and evaporation rate.

Fig. 4. Separation factor for porous media, using two different
sets of unsaturated hydraulic properties for tuff rock at Yucca
Mountain.
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390 4. Numerical model description

391 The major steps in brine evolution during evapo-
392 ration can be interpreted using the chemical divide
393 system devised by Eugster and Hardie (1978). As
394 the water concentrates, solute levels increase until
395 one or more precipitates reaches saturation, and
396 precipitates. The sequence of precipitates (i.e.,
397 chemical divides) is controlled by the sequential
398 depletion of specific cations or anions. The chemical
399 divide concept provides a sequence of dominant ion
400 evolution; however it is an incomplete history of
401 precipitates, since the normal case of simultaneous
402 precipitation of a suite of phases is ignored.
403 Several relatively complex numerical models are
404 available to predict brine evolution. Sanford and
405 Wood (1991) used the PHRQPITZ program devel-
406 oped by Plummer et al. (1988). The US Department
407 of Energy (DOE) uses the model EQ 3/6 to simulate
408 the evaporative chemical evolution of YMP waters,
409 also based on the Pitzer methods (OCRWM,
410 2000a). Given the conceptual nature of this work
411 and the open-ended nature of the conditions
412 described (e.g., unspecified temperature history,
413 uncertain initial conditions) it was deemed prefera-
414 ble to develop and use a numerically simple model
415 to provide a first conceptual look at potential impli-
416 cations. Precise predictions would require more
417 sophisticated models, along with corresponding
418 temperature, humidity, and flow rate estimates.
419 At each step in the model developed for this
420 study, an input fraction of the remaining water is
421 evaporated and all supersaturated minerals are pre-
422 cipitated. The aqueous concentrations display a his-
423 tory of the brine composition as it evolves and
424 becomes more concentrated. Assuming the relative
425 humidity at any location increases over time after
426 the initial dryout, a reversal of the chemical evolu-
427 tion of the aqueous system during dryout gives the
428 prediction for the single cell mixing tank case. For
429 the multiple cell mixing case, each model step (i.e.,
430 the fraction of water evaporated) represents a mix-
431 ing cell, and all precipitates from that model step
432 occur in separate physical locations from other
433 model steps. The multiple cell model results in the
434 figures are simply a record of the precipitates
435 formed at each evaporation step. A more in- depth
436 explanation of the model is presented in Hall and
437 Walton (2003).
438 The minerals used in the model and their solubil-
439 ity constants are shown in Table 1. The mineral
440 suite is based on the analytical work presented in

441Rosenberg et al. (2001). These minerals are the
442major precipitates found from evaporation of Paint-
443brush non-welded tuff (PTn) pore water and well
444water from J-13, a well in Fortymile Wash, SE of
445Yucca Mountain. Trona was excluded from the
446model because its precipitation may be kinetically
447inhibited. Solubility constants were calculated from
448Gibb’s free energies of formation values (Robie
449et al., 1978). The partial pressure of CO2 is fixed
450at atmospheric. The numerical implementation of
451the model does not compensate for temperature.
452Four possible starting water compositions are
453listed in Table 2. Starting water compositions were
454selected from Rosenberg et al. (2001), OCRWM
455(2000b) and Meijer (2002). Waters were selected

Table 1
Mineral precipitates considered with solubility constants

Mineral Formula Log of solubility
constant (25 �C)

Calcite CaCO3 9.316
Chloromagnesite MgCl2 22.01
Fluorite CaF2 10.6
Gypsum CaSO4 4.58
Halite NaCl 1.57
Sellaite MgF2 9.26
Magnesite MgCO3 9.202
Niter KNO3 0.00971
Hydrophilite CaCl2 11.92
Soda niter NaNO3 1.094
Sylvite KCl 0.912
Thenardite Na2SO4 0.273

Table 2
Starting water compositions by constituent

Concentration of constituents by water type (mg/L)

Constituent Unsaturated
zone pore
water

Precipitationa Mixed composition

PTnb TSwc 50% concentrated
precipitation 50%
PTna,b

Ca2+ 65.0 43.0 0.78 36.4
Mg2+ 12.0 3.70 0.10 6.50
K+ 0.01 N/A 0.20 1.01
Na+ 9.00 67.0 0.55 7.25
SiO2 46.0 35.0 0.17 23.9
F N/A N/A 0.02 0.10
Cl 77.0 88.0 0.35 40.3
HCO�

3 66.0 170 1.22 39.1
NO�

3 12.0 16.0 1.55 13.8
SO2�

4 79.0 19.0 0.96 44.3

a Meijer (2002).
b Rosenberg et al. (2001).
c OCRWM (2000b).
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456 based on proximity to the repository and the poten-
457 tial to enter the repository.
458 Historically, J-13 well water has been assumed to
459 be a convenient proxy for water in the Yucca
460 Mountain area and is used in DOE studies of the
461 chemical environments (Harrar et al., 1990); how-
462 ever, the likelihood that such water will form above
463 the repository and affect EBS corrosion is low. It is
464 more likely that unsaturated zone water, including
465 pore water, pore water mixed with condensate,
466 and pore water mixed with infiltrating waters from
467 rain and/or snow, will contact the EBS in the future.
468 PTn pore water is present in the horizon above the
469 repository. Topopah Spring welded tuff (TSw) pore
470 water exists in the repository horizon. Rainwater
471 (i.e., precipitation), subsequent to varying degrees
472 of interaction with pore waters and rock, also has
473 the possibility of contacting the EBS through infil-
474 tration after large precipitation events.

475 5. Modeling results

476 The ordinate for all analyses is the fraction of the
477 total anion composition by charge. The abscissa for
478 the single cell mixing tank analysis is labeled as the
479 activity of water. Given the simplicity of the numer-
480 ical model, the activity of water should be inter-
481 preted as a qualitative degree of evaporative
482 concentration. The data are displayed in this format
483 because the activity of water roughly translates to
484 ambient relative humidity. The amount of dissolved
485 ions and the amount of water remaining in the solu-
486 tion, depends upon the initial amount of water and
487 the initial composition of that water. For perspec-
488 tive, about 99.99% of the initial water is lost by the
489 time the relative humidity reaches 90% whereas the
490 mass precipitated from solution tends to occur pre-
491 dominantly in steps, which are distributed approxi-
492 mately evenly throughout the dryout process.
493 The interpretation upon rehydration is that as rel-
494 ative humidity rises, the precipitates begin to absorb
495 water and the brine evolves in reverse of the evapora-
496 tive sequence, becoming more like the starting water
497 composition. The abscissa for themultiple cellmixing
498 tank analysis is a spatial scale relative to the water
499 source. It is much like looking at the radius of a wet-
500 ted area from the side, with the water source on the
501 left and the wetted area fringe on the right. At each
502 location (mixing tank) the ordinate is the fraction of
503 each anion by charge in the precipitated mass.
504 Fig. 5 illustrates the single cell mixing tank model
505 results for PTn and TSw waters, precipitation water,

506and a mixture of PTn and precipitation water. Fig. 6
507illustrates multiple cell mixing tank model results
508for the same water types.
509PTn pore water is rich in Ca, SO2�

4 and Cl . Sin-
510gle cell mixing tank model results for PTn water are
511shown in Fig. 5a. Most of the SO2�

4 and HCO�
3

512anions are removed from the brine during initial
513concentration steps as the result of the precipitation
514of calcite and gypsum, respectively. To graphically
515illustrate SO2�

4 and CO2�
3 in Fig. 5a during the initial

516concentration steps, it would be necessary to use a
517log scale for the activity of water. After these initial
518concentration steps, the brine composition is domi-
519nated by Cl , with approximately 10% NO�

3 .
520The results for PTn pore water in a multiple cell
521mixing tank model are shown in Fig. 6a as the anion
522composition of the precipitated formed at each loca-
523tion (cell). Bicarbonate is the first anion to precipi-
524tate and is depleted by calcite formation. The
525middle portion of the precipitation sequence is dom-
526inated by the precipitation of SO2�

4 as gypsum and
527HCO�

3 as magnesite. Chloride precipitates begin-
528ning with halite followed by sylvite during NO�

3 pre-
529cipitation, and hydrophilite at the end of the
530precipitation sequence. Niter and soda-niter precip-
531itate, respectively, in small quantities relative to
532halite, due to the lower aqueous solubility of halite,
533which limits soda-niter precipitation by depleting
534the aqueous concentration of Na. Potassium is pres-
535ent in very low concentrations in PTn pore water,
536which limits the mass of niter that can precipitate.
537The resulting precipitates form an area at the end
538of the evaporation sequence that is predominantly
539Cl . Upon rehydration, this area in particular may
540present an increased localized corrosion risk,
541because there is little NO�

3 or SO2�
4 present to miti-

542gate the effects of Cl . It should be noted that minor
543amounts of all initial source anions are predicted to
544be present on the right hand side of Fig. 5a and
545Fig. 6a, and all the other single and multiple cell
546models, but appear only on a log scale ordinate.
547TSw pore water is HCO�

3 , Na, and Cl rich. The
548TSwgeologic unit will contain the repository (Struck-
549less and Dudley, 2002). The single cell mixing tank
550model (see Fig. 5b) produces brine dominated by
551NO�

3 andCl . Separation under themultiple cellmix-
552ing tankmodel presents a different brine composition
553upon rehydration (see Fig. 6b). Bicarbonate is
554removed first in the form of calcite and magnesite.
555Sulfate precipitation follows in the intermediate stage
556of concentration where it precipitates as thenardite
557and small amounts of gypsum.Gypsumprecipitation
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558 is limited by low aqueous concentrations ofCa. Chlo-
559 ride precipitates as halite just beforeNO�

3 precipitates
560 as soda-niter, due to the higher solubility of soda-
561 niter. The band of nearly pure halite contains most
562 of the Cl mass. This band is of particular interest
563 because Cl in this location is spatially separated
564 fromNO�

3 .Upon rehydration, the bandof pure halite
565 is potentially corrosive. Halite and soda-niter precip-
566 itate near the wetted area fringe.
567 Precipitation water (i.e., rainwater) could be an
568 important component of the water contacting the
569 EBS after the thermal pulse. The single cell mixing
570 tank results (see Fig. 5c) begin with dominant and
571 nearly equal concentrations of NO�

3 , HCO�
3 and

572 SO2�
4 , and lesser amounts of Cl. Again, HCO�

3 is
573 quickly removed from solution as calcite and mag-
574 nesite (the abscissa scale does not show its pres-
575 ence). The next change in the brine is the removal
576 of SO2�

4 through gypsum and thenardite precipita-
577 tion. Large amounts of Na in solution at this stage

578of evaporation allow for much of the NO�
3 to pre-

579cipitate as soda-niter, with some halite.
580The multiple cell mixing tank model results for
581precipitation water are complex in terms of banding
582and physical separation of precipitates (see Fig. 6c).
583Initially, HCO�

3 is precipitated as calcite and mag-
584nesite, and F is precipitated as fluorite. Sulfate
585then precipitates, forming gypsum and thenardite.
586Gypsum and thenardite formation decline in an
587area near the middle of the separation sequence,
588where the precipitation of F (i.e., fluorite) and
589HCO�

3 (i.e., magnesite) increase. Nitrate then forms
590a band of niter and soda-niter. Low concentrations
591of K limit the amount of niter that can form, but
592soda-niter precipitation is relatively unrestricted.
593Chloride precipitates first as halite, followed by syl-
594vite near the end of the precipitation sequence.
595Mixing and matrix diffusion processes could
596result in a water chemistry intermediate between pre-
597cipitation and pore water. A mixture of 50% PTn

Fig. 5. Single cell mixing tank model results for four types of starting water. (a) PTn pore water. (b) TSw pore water. (c) Precipitation
water. (d) Mixture of PTn and precipitation water.
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598 pore water with 10 times concentrated precipitation
599 water is used. The single cell mixing tank model
600 results for this mixed water are different from both
601 PTn pore water and precipitation water, despite
602 the relatively small contribution precipitation water
603 makes to the overall chemistry. In addition to the
604 higher concentrations of NO�

3 and lower concentra-
605 tions of Cl in the mixed water compared to PTn
606 water, a number of precipitates form in the early
607 concentration steps of the mixed water that are not
608 found in the other waters. The evaporation sequence
609 begins with HCO�

3 removal through calcite precipi-
610 tation (see Fig. 5d). Calcium in this water is not as
611 limiting as it is in most other cases shown previously.
612 Fluoride cannot be seen in Fig. 5d because of its low
613 concentrations relative to other anions, but there is a
614 small amount of F present, which precipitates as
615 fluorite. Since Ca is not limiting, fluorite precipitates,
616 and F is removed from solution just as SO2�

4 begins
617 to precipitate at the beginning of the evaporation
618 sequence. Through most brine evolution, Cl and
619 NO�

3 are the dominant anions in the brine.

620The precipitation sequence for the mixed water in
621the multiple cell mixing tank model is presented in
622Fig. 6d. Bicarbonate is precipitated as calcite near
623the water source. Sulfate and F then precipitate
624as gypsum and fluorite, respectively. As gypsum
625precipitation declines, HCO�

3 precipitates as magne-
626site. Last to precipitate is Cl as halite, followed by
627sylvite and a thin band of pure hydrophilite. Niter
628and soda-niter precipitate during halite and sylvite
629formation. Upon rehydration, the band of pure
630hydrophilite is potentially corrosive to EBS metals.

6316. Conclusions

632Waste emplacement at the proposed Yucca
633Mountain repository will provide the energy to cre-
634ate macro- and micro-scale evaporation and conden-
635sation cells. These cells may significantly alter the
636natural hydrochemical environment within the
637repository and host material. Anthropogenic alter-
638ation of the hydrochemical environment may pro-
639duce source waters and thermodynamic conditions

Fig. 6. Multiple cell mixing tank model results for four types of starting water. (a) PTn pore water. (b) TSw pore water. (c) Precipitation
water. (d) Mixture of PTn and precipitation water.
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640 that do not currently exist. Understanding the
641 potential impact that an altered natural environment
642 will have on water chemistry, in this case differential
643 solubility leading to separation of ions, will increase
644 confidence in testing and performance assessment.
645 This work suggests that flow-related separation
646 processes are likely to be active at Yucca Mountain
647 and lead to microenvironments with water chemistry
648 significantly different from current projections. In
649 particular, aggressive and beneficial anions for corro-
650 sion are likely to be separated under some sets of con-
651 ditions. These findings are not sensitive to choice of
652 source water, based upon the simulations shown.
653 More generally, current performance assessments
654 describe averaged, large-scale, bulk conditions antic-
655 ipated at the YuccaMountain repository (OCRWM,
656 2000a), but neglect small-scale variations. Heteroge-
657 neities at a small scale are likely to play an important
658 role in creating hydrochemical environments that dif-
659 fer substantially fromaveraged values. Placing uncer-
660 tainty bounds on averaged values, the current
661 approach (OCRWM, 2001), does not necessarily
662 account for changes in water chemistry caused by
663 small-scale phenomena and separation processes.
664 More precise information could be obtained through
665 full implementation of this conceptual model, with
666 more sophisticated numerical codes and/or experi-
667 ments combined with statistical analyses of probabil-
668 ities of occurrence.
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